Cell fate decision mediated by p53 pulses
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he tumor suppressor protein p53 is a key mediator of cellular
response to various stresses (1), and it performs its function
primarily as a transcription factor, controlling the expression of a
number of target genes (2). In response to DNA damage, the p53
signaling network is activated to induce cell cycle arrest, DNA
repair, and apoptosis (1). Previously, it was proposed that p53
responds to DNA damage in an analog mode, i.e., a low level of p53
promotes cell survival by inducing cell cycle arrest and facilitating
DNA repair, whereas a high level of p53 induces apoptosis to
destroy irreparably damaged cells (1). Recently, damped oscillations of p53 level have been observed upon IR at the population
level in several human cell lines and transgenic mice (3–6), with the
amplitude of oscillations depending on the IR dose (5). More
interestingly, pulses of p53 level were revealed in individual MCF7
cells, and the mean number of pulses, rather than the amplitude,
was found to be related to the IR dose (7). This was suggested as
a digital mode of p53 response (7). Later, it was further found that
some MCF7 cells exhibit permanent p53 pulses whereas a few cells
still show a finite number of p53 pulses during long-term observations (8). Such permanent oscillations may be related to the
deficiency in DNA repair and apoptosis induction in those transformed cells (9–11). Moreover, the damped oscillations observed in
cell populations can be interpreted as a summation of p53 pulses of
individual cells (8, 12). Thus, the above experimental observations
clearly justify the presence of p53 pulses at the single-cell level. An
issue then arises concerning how the p53 pulses govern cell fate
decision between survival and death after DNA damage. It is also
intriguing to explore the relationship between p53 pulses and IR
dose in untransformed cells.
Because IR is one of the most frequently used techniques in
cancer therapy, it is of great significance to investigate the response
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of p53 signaling network to IR-induced DNA damage. Previously,
several models have been proposed to elucidate the generation of
p53 oscillations (3, 8, 12–15). Especially, Ma et al. (12) constructed
a three-module model and found that p53 pulses can be generated
based on a negative-feedback loop between p53 and Mdm2 with a
long time delay. Zhang et al. (15) further proposed four dualfeedback mechanisms for p53 digital oscillations and classified the
p53 pulses into three forms to explore the functions of p53. Most
recently, Batchelor et al. (16) reported a recurrent mechanism for
the generation of p53 pulses by ATM pulses. However, to obtain a
coherent picture of the p53-mediated cellular response to DNA
damage, several important aspects need be considered. First, both
the generation of p53 pulses and cell fate decision should be
included in modeling. Second, the functions of p53 pulses should be
further elucidated. Third, the variability between individual cells in
p53 dynamics should be reflected in the variability in cell fate.
Fourth, because p53 also plays a transcription-independent role in
DNA repair (17), the link between p53-mediated regulation of the
repair process and cell fate decision should be built. These are
important for the clarification of how p53 dynamically controls cell
survival and death after DNA damage.
Here, we build an integrated model for the p53 signaling network
and study the whole process from generation of DNA damage to
cell fate decision. The model is composed of four subsystems: a
DNA repair module, an ATM switch, the p53–Mdm2 oscillator,
and a cell fate decision module. We propose that p53 plays a dual,
transcription-independent role in DNA repair, i.e., p53 promotes
the repair of minor DNA damage but suppresses the repair of
severe damage. The combined negative and positive feedback loops
between p53 and Mdm2 are responsible for robust oscillatory
dynamics. We find that cell fate is governed by the number of p53
pulses, i.e., few pulses promote cell survival, whereas sustained
pulses induce apoptosis. We show that p53 subserves the maintenance of genomic integrity by regulating the fidelity and efficiency
of DSB repair. These findings advance our understanding of the
dynamics and functions of the p53 network and provide clues for
therapeutic manipulation of the p53 pathway in the treatment of
cancer. Our work presents a theoretical framework for further
exploring cellular response to stress.
Model
p53 Signaling Network with Four Modules. In this work, the p53

network is composed of four modules (Fig. 1). When cells are
exposed to IR, a certain number of DSBs are first generated in
every cell. With DNA repair proteins binding to the DSBs, DSB
repair-protein complexes (DSBCs) form and the repair process
ensues in the DNA repair module. Subsequently, ATM is activated
by the DSBCs in the ATM switch module. Then p53 is activated by
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The tumor suppressor p53 plays a crucial role in cellular response
to various stresses. Recent experiments have shown that p53 level
exhibits a series of pulses after DNA damage caused by ionizing
radiation (IR). However, how the p53 pulses govern cell survival
and death remains unclear. Here, we develop an integrated model
with four modules for the p53 network and explore the mechanism
for cell fate decision based on the dynamics of the network. By
numerical simulations, the following processes are characterized.
First, DNA repair proteins bind to IR-induced double-strand breaks,
forming complexes, which are then detected by ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM). Activated ATM initiates the p53 oscillator to
produce pulses. Consequently, the target genes of p53 are selectively induced to control cell fate. We propose that p53 promotes
the repair of minor DNA damage but suppresses the repair of
severe damage. We demonstrate that cell fate is determined by the
number of p53 pulses relying on the extent of DNA damage. At low
damage levels, few p53 pulses evoke cell cycle arrest by inducing
p21 and promote cell survival, whereas at high damage levels,
sustained p53 pulses trigger apoptosis by inducing p53AIP1. We
find that p53 can effectively maintain genomic integrity by regulating the efficiency and fidelity of DNA repair. We also show that
stochasticity in the generation and repair of DNA damage leads to
variability in cell fate. These findings are consistent with experimental observations and advance our understanding of the dynamics and functions of the p53 network.
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Fig. 1. An integrated model of p53 signaling network. There are four modules:
a DNA repair module, an ATM switch, the p53–Mdm2 oscillator, and a cell fate
decision module. The p53 regulation of DNA repair is threshold-dependent and
is denoted as feedback from the p53–Mdm2 oscillator to the DNA repair module.

the active ATM, and the p53 level exhibits a series of pulses in the
p53–Mdm2 oscillator module. Finally, in the cell fate decision
module, p53 controls the expression of the target genes; cell cycle
arrest and apoptosis are separately evoked by the induction of p21
and p53AIP1. Thus, the damage signal is transmitted forward until
DNA repair is completed or apoptosis is initiated. In our model, it
is assumed that p53 promotes repair when DNA damage is minor
and suppresses it otherwise (Fig. 1). The details of each module are
described in the following.
DNA Repair. The DNA repair module characterizes the generation

and repair of IR-induced DSBs. For each cell, DSBs are first
generated relying on the IR dose, DIR, and the numbers of DSBs
for a population obey a Poisson distribution with a mean of 35
Gy⫺1 ⫻ DIR (18). The repair process then involves binding of repair
proteins to the DSBs and releasing of the proteins from the fixed
DSBs. Such a process proceeds in a stochastic way (see SI Appendix
for details). Each locus in which a DSB is initially generated can be
in one of three states corresponding to intact DSB, DSBC, and fixed
DSB. Thus, the number of DSBs in each state can be used to
describe the repair process. In the simulation, we adopt the twolesion-kinetic model (19) (Fig. S1 and Eqs. 1–3 in SI Appendix) and
characterize the dynamics of DSB repair by using a Monte Carlo
method proposed by Ma et al. (12).
Generally, DSBs are repaired mainly by nonhomologous endjoining (NHEJ) in mammalian cells, especially in G1 phase of the
cell cycle (20). Note that p53 plays an important role in DNA repair
(17). However, the effect of p53 on NHEJ is complicated: a
stimulatory effect was observed (21, 22), whereas an inhibitory
effect was also reported (23, 24). To reconcile these findings, it was
speculated that p53 may inhibit error-prone repair but promote
error-free repair (17). Thus, p53 regulates the fidelity of DSB
repair. It was also shown that the fidelity is related to the number
of DSBs, i.e., the fidelity is high or low for few and excessive DSBs,
respectively (25, 26). Therefore, we assume that p53 promotes the
DSB repair when the initial number of DSBs is below a threshold
and suppresses it otherwise (Fig. 1). In the model, the threshold for
DSB repair is set to 175, i.e., the mean number of DSBs generated
at DIR ⫽ 5 Gy.
ATM Switch. The ATM switch acts as a detector for DSBs, involving
three components: ATM dimer (ATM2), inactive ATM monomer
(ATM), and active ATM monomer (ATM*) (Fig. S2 in SI Appendix). ATM exists predominantly as dimers in unstressed cells. After
IR, DSBCs promote the conversion of inactive monomers to active
ones, and a positive feedback further accelerates the activation of
ATM through intermolecular autophosphorylation (27). Consequently, active monomers become dominant after IR.
In our model, the total concentration of ATM is assumed to be
constant, and the rate of ATM activation is a function of the
amounts of DSBC and ATM*. After IR, the concentration of
ATM* rises from a low level to a high one; it returns to the low level
when the number of DSBs becomes sufficiently small because of
DNA repair. This behavior is characterized by a bistable switch with
discrete ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ states. The switch transmits a switching
signal to the downstream p53–Mdm2 oscillator, ensuring that it is
initiated in an ‘‘all-or-none’’ manner. The ‘‘off’’ state of the switch
12246 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0813088106

Fig. 2. Model of the p53–Mdm2 oscillator. Two forms of p53 in the nucleus
are considered, inactive p53 and active p53*. Mdm2 in the nucleus and
cytoplasm is denoted as Mdm2nuc and Mdm2cyt, respectively. They can shuttle
between the two compartments at rates ki and ko. Inactive p53 is degraded
rapidly by Mdm2 at a rate kd53, whereas active p53* is degraded slowly at a
rate kd53* because of its weak binding affinity to Mdm2nuc. Combined negative
(red lines) and positive (blue lines) feedback loops are responsible for p53
oscillations. In the negative-feedback loop, p53* promotes production of
Mdm2cyt, which then enters the nucleus to induce degradation of p53*. In the
positive-feedback loop, p53* induces Mdm2 to synthesize Mdm2cyt, which
promotes the translation of p53 mRNA to produce inactive p53.

leads to a low p53 level, whereas the ‘‘on’’ state drives a series of p53
pulses. The dynamics of the ATM switch are described by Eqs. 4–6
in SI Appendix.
p53–Mdm2 Oscillator. The p53–Mdm2 oscillator generates pulses

after the activation of ATM. This module is composed of two core
proteins: p53 and its negative regulator, Mdm2 (Fig. 2). Here, only
nuclear p53 is considered, whereas Mdm2 is classified into nuclear
and cytoplasmic forms. In the nucleus, p53 is activated by ATM* in
two ways: ATM* promotes the phosphorylation of p53 on Ser-15
(28) and accelerates the degradation of Mdm2 through phosphorylation (29). Thus, ATM* induces a conversion of p53 from the
inactive state to the active state (p53*) (29). Meanwhile, p53* is
deactivated at a basal rate. Here, only p53* can induce production
of Mdm2cyt, which promotes translation of p53 mRNA in the
cytoplasm (30). For simplicity, we assume that both the degradation
rate of Mdm2 and the activation rate of p53 increase linearly with
ATM* level (Eqs. 7–8 in SI Appendix).
Two coupled feedback loops are involved in the p53–Mdm2
oscillator. One is the negative-feedback loop between p53* and
Mdm2nuc (the red lines in Fig. 2); the other is the positive one
between p53* and Mdm2cyt (30) (the blue lines). In undamaged
cells, p53 levels are kept low by Mdm2. After DNA damage, the
p53–Mdm2 complex is dissociated because of activation of p53 by
ATM*, with the negative feedback weakened. The levels of p53,
p53*, and Mdm2cyt increase abruptly through the positive feedback.
Subsequently, high-level Mdm2nuc enables the negative feedback to
predominate again, and then p53 is degraded quickly. The alternate
domination of the positive and the negative feedback can make p53
and Mdm2 levels oscillate periodically. Note that several theoretical
studies have demonstrated that interlinked feedback loops are
superior to a single feedback loop in response to various signals (14,
31, 32). It was argued that robust p53 oscillations can be accomplished through a combination of negative and positive feedback
loops rather than a single negative feedback loop with a time delay
(14, 32). The dynamics of this module are characterized by Eqs.
7–14 in SI Appendix.
Cell Fate Decision. In this module, p53 coordinates cell cycle arrest

and apoptosis to govern cell fate, in which the phosphorylation of
p53 at distinct sites is a key factor. For example, the primary
phosphorylation of p53 on Ser-15 leads to cell cycle arrest, whereas
its further phosphorylation on Ser-46 promotes expression of
pro-apoptotic genes such as p53AIP1 (33). Here, the above two
forms of phosphorylated p53 are called p53 arrester and p53 killer,
respectively (Fig. 3). Moreover, the product of p53 arresterinducible gene p53DINP1 contributes to the formation of p53 killer
Zhang et al.
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Fig. 3. Model of cell fate decision. There are two forms of active p53: p53
arrester and p53 killer. p53 arrester regulates the expression of Wip1, p53DINP1,
and p21, whereas p53 killer controls the expression of p53DINP1 and p53AIP1.
CytoC and Casp3 are the pro-apoptotic components. There is a positive-feedback
loop between CytoC and Casp3, which creates an apoptotic switch. The release of
CytoC leads to activation of Casp3, which in turn cleaves the inhibitors of p53AIP1
(such as Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL) to enhance the release of CytoC.

(34), whereas that of another p53 arrester-inducible gene Wip1
promotes the reversion of p53 killer to p53 arrester (35). Clearly,
p53 arrester and p53 killer play distinct roles in cell fate decision.
p53 arrester induces cell cycle arrest through the transcriptional
activation of p21. Differently, p53 killer promotes the expression of
pro-apoptotic genes such as p53AIP1. Over-expression of p53AIP1
then induces the release of cytochrome c (CytoC) from mitochondrial caused by dissipation of mitochondrial membrane potential
⌬m (33), and apoptosis rapidly ensues after the activation of
Caspase 3 (Casp3). A positive-feedback loop between CytoC and
Casp3 (36) underlies the apoptotic switch in our model (37). The
dynamics of this module are described by Eqs. 15–22 in SI Appendix.

Fig. 5. Histograms of repair time. The cell count vs. the repair time is plotted for
a population of 2,000 cells with and without p53 regulation (red and black lines,
respectively) at the IR dose of 4 Gy (A), 5 Gy (B), or 6 Gy (C). The blue line denotes
the threshold time for cell fate decision. With p53 regulation, the repair process
depends on the levels of p53 and DNA damage, i.e., p53 promotes the repair of
minor damage but suppresses the repair of severe damage. A threshold of 175
DSBs is set to distinguish between low and high damage levels.

concentration of p53AIP1 gradually accumulates to a high level and
oscillates there until Casp3 level exceeds a threshold for apoptosis
induction (see Fig. S11 in SI Appendix). That is, the critical pulse
number for cell fate decision is 6. Note that such a value depends
on the model and the parameter set. The dashed lines in Fig. 4
denote the threshold time taken for the number of p53 pulses to
reach the critical number, i.e., cells recover to normal proliferation
if DSB repair is finished before that time and otherwise are
eliminated through apoptosis.

Results

A

B

Fig. 4. Overview of signal transduction in the p53 network. Shown are time
courses of the output of each module at the IR dose of 3 Gy (A) or 5 Gy (B). Upon
IR, a number of DSBCs, nC, are produced and then ATM is activated, initiating the
p53 oscillations. When DNA damage is effectively repaired, the ATM switch is
turned off and the concentration of p53* returns to a low level. At low IR doses,
few p53 pulses cannot activate Casp3 and the cell recovers to normal growth. At
high doses, sustained p53 pulses lead to activation of Casp3 and apoptosis ensues.
The dashed lines denote a threshold time for cell fate decision.

Zhang et al.

DNA Damage Repair. Because of stochasticity in the initial numbers

of DSBs and repair dynamics, individual cells under identical
conditions show considerable variability in the repair time, which is
defined as the time taken for the number of DSBs to reduce below
2 (here the apoptotic effect is not involved). A histogram of the
repair time for 2,000 cells is used to characterize the variability in
repair time. In the presence of p53 regulation of DNA repair, the
histograms are unimodal at low and high IR doses (Fig. 5 A and C),
whereas the histogram becomes bimodal around DIR ⫽ 5 Gy (Fig.
5B). The mean repair time increases with IR dose, and the
histogram moves rightward for higher dose (see Figs. S3 and S4 in
SI Appendix for details). In the absence of p53 regulation, however,
the histograms are all unimodal at various IR doses.
Note that p53 regulates the efficiency of DNA repair in a
threshold-dependent manner: p53 promotes the repair when the
initial number of DSBs is less than 175 and suppresses the repair
otherwise. At low IR doses, say DIR ⫽ 4 Gy, p53 promotes the repair
with high fidelity, and the histogram for the case with p53 regulation
shifts leftward (Fig. 5A). At high doses, say DIR ⫽ 6 Gy, p53
represses the repair, and the histogram for the case with p53
regulation shifts rightward (Fig. 5C). Interestingly, at DIR ⫽ 5 Gy,
the repair time for some cells decreases whereas that for the others
increases, compared with the case without p53 regulation. As a
result, the histogram becomes bimodal.
The histogram for the case without p53 regulation at DIR ⫽ 5 Gy
is consistent with that in figure 5C in ref. 12. Differently, here the
dual role of p53 in regulation of DNA repair has significant
implications for the maintenance of genomic integrity. Because the
repair of slight damage is strengthened and that of severe damage
is repressed, p53 promotes the repair with high fidelity and suppresses the repair with low fidelity. As we shall see later, this is in
concert with the role of p53 in cell fate decision, i.e., p53 promotes
survival of reparably damaged cells or apoptosis of irreparably
damaged cells. Therefore, DNA repair and cell fate decision are
well coordinated by p53.
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two examples of the output of each module after IR. The number
of DSBCs, nC, first rises rapidly to its maximum (here 20 DNA
repair proteins per cell is assumed). Then DSBCs turn on the ATM
switch, and the activated ATM initiates the p53–Mdm2 oscillator to
produce p53 pulses. The number of p53 pulses is determined by the
duration of ATM in the activated state. At the low IR dose of 3 Gy,
transient p53 pulses cannot activate Casp3, and the cell recovers to
normal growth after the damage is effectively repaired (Fig. 4A). At
the high dose of 5 Gy, sustained p53 pulses lead to apoptosis
through activation of Casp3 (Fig. 4B). This means that minor DNA
damage only evokes protective cell cycle arrest and severe damage
induces apoptosis. It is found that cell fate is governed by the
number of p53 pulses, nP. In our model, when nP ⬍ 6, slightly
damaged cells recover to normal growth; when nP ⱖ 6, the
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An Overview of Signal Transduction in the p53 Network. Fig. 4 shows

A

B

Fig. 6. Switching behavior of ATM. (A) Bifurcation diagram of ATM* level vs.
the number of DSBCs, nC. The ATM switch turns on if nC ⬎ 4 (the upward arrow)
or turns off if nC ⬍ 3 (downward arrow). (B) Time courses of ATM* level for 3
individual cells at DIR ⫽ 5 Gy. The ATM switch is on during the DSB repair
process and is off only after DSBs are effectively repaired.

ATM Switch. As a detector for DSBs, the activation of ATM exhibits
a switch-like behavior (Fig. 6 and Fig. S5 in SI Appendix). Because
nC varies on a time scale of hours but ATM equilibrates in minutes
because of fast phosphorylation (Fig. 4), ATM* level follows the
time course of nC adiabatically. The steady-state ATM* level versus
nC is plotted in Fig. 6A. ATM activation starts with nC ⫽ 5, whereas
ATM deactivation occurs when nC ⫽ 2 (i.e., the DNA damage
is effectively repaired). Thus, ATM* level indeed behaves as a
bistable switch, with the on (off) state corresponding to the upper
(lower) branch in Fig. 6A.
The time courses of ATM* level for 3 individual cells at DIR ⫽
5 Gy are plotted in Fig. 6B (see also Fig. S6 in SI Appendix). After
IR, ATM is activated rapidly and its level reaches a high plateau
with [ATM*] ⬇ 5. The width of the plateau is distinct for different
cells, showing considerable variability. Besides that plateau, there
exist two short lower plateaus separately corresponding to nC ⫽ 4
and nC ⫽ 3. Clearly, the duration of active ATM state is determined
by the repair time and prolongs with increased IR dose (Fig. 4 and
Fig. S6 in SI Appendix). Moreover, once nC ⬍ 3, ATM* level decays
to zero quickly. This step-like response results from the positive
feedback involved in the autophosphorylation of ATM (27). These
results indicate that few DSBs are able to activate ATM rapidly and
ATM remains active until DNA damage is effectively repaired.
Therefore, ATM is a sensitive and reliable detector for DSBs.
Furthermore, the ATM* activity relays an on–off switching signal
to the p53–Mdm2 oscillator.
p53 Pulses. The generation of p53 pulses is controlled by active
ATM. To show this, a bifurcation diagram of p53* level versus
ATM* level is plotted in Fig. 7A. When [ATM*] ⬍ 0.7, p53 remains
at a low level. There is a Hopf bifurcation (labeled as ‘‘HB’’) at
[ATM*] ⫽ 0.7, and beyond that p53* level undergoes periodical
oscillations. As seen in Figs. 7A and 6A, the on state of ATM*
evokes the p53 oscillations, whereas the off state terminates them.
Thus, ATM* level is limited in a region between 2.9 and 5.0 for
driving p53 oscillations.
Fig. 7B shows the time evolution of four components of the
p53–Mdm2 oscillator, describing the generation of the pulses. After
IR, p53* level rises abruptly owing to activation by ATM*. In
contrast, Mdm2nuc level first decreases because of its accelerated
degradation induced by ATM* and then increases after the rise of
Mdm2cyt because of p53 induction. As a result, the translation rate
of p53 mRNA rises, leading to a further increase in p53* level.
Meanwhile, more Mdm2cyt enters the nucleus, and the p53* level
drops when Mdm2nuc level is high enough. Subsequently, Mdm2
levels fall because of a reduction in synthesis. Thus, p53* level
exhibits the pulse-like behavior. The oscillation period (⬇5.5 h) and
phase differences between components are in agreement with the
experimental observations (8). Moreover, the parameter dependence of the period and amplitude of p53 oscillations is presented
in Figs. S7 and S8 in SI Appendix.
Fig. 7C shows the time courses of p53* level for 3 cells at DIR ⫽
5 Gy. The amplitudes and periods of p53 pulses are almost constant.
12248 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0813088106
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Fig. 7. p53 pulses. (A) Bifurcation diagram of p53* level vs. ATM* level. In
unstressed cells, ATM is inactive and p53 remains in a low-level steady state
(solid line). Upon IR, the steady state becomes unstable (black dashed line),
and p53* level undergoes oscillations between the maxima and minima of the
limit cycle (red dashed lines) when ATM level is in the region marked by the
bidirectional arrows. (B) Time course of the levels of p53 (black), p53* (red),
Mdm2cyt (blue), and Mdm2nuc (green) over one period. (C) A series of p53
pulses for three individual cells at DIR ⫽ 5 Gy. The blue line denotes the
threshold time for cell fate decision (compare Fig. 4). (D) Fraction of cells with
different numbers of pulses at IR doses of 1 Gy (black), 3 Gy (red), 5 Gy (blue),
and 6 Gy (green). The pink line denotes the critical pulse number for cell fate
decision. (E) The mean nP vs. DIR without the effect of apoptosis. (F) The mean
nP vs. DIR with the effect of apoptosis. Here the mean number is obtained by
averaging over 2,000 cells, and the error bars indicate the standard deviation.

However, the numbers of p53 pulses are variable because of the
stochasticity in the generation and repair of DSBs as shown in Fig.
5. Sparse p53 pulses cease when DNA damage is quickly repaired;
when the DSBs cannot be fixed within the threshold time, p53
pulses persist until apoptosis is induced. Moreover, the averaged
p53* level over 2,000 individual cells exhibits damped oscillations
(Fig. S9 in SI Appendix), consistent with the experimental observation (3). Note that if the cells are deficient in apoptosis induction
and DNA repair, the p53 pulses may last permanently as observed
in MCF7 cells (8).
To show variability between cells in p53 dynamics, the histograms
of the number of p53 pulses are plotted for four IR doses in Fig. 7D.
It is seen that the number of p53 pulses shows considerable
variability for certain DIR, and most distributions are unimodal
except a bimodal one for DIR ⫽ 5 Gy. The distributions here are
correlated with those of the repair time shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore, the mean nP averaged over 2,000 cells versus DIR is presented
in Fig. 7 E and F. When the apoptotic effect is not involved, i.e., the
pulses persist until all DNA damage is fixed, the mean nP first
increases linearly, then rapidly and finally linearly again with
increasing DIR (Fig. 7E). The two linear regions are related to the
unimodal distributions in Fig. 7D. There is a large fluctuation in nP
around DIR ⫽ 5 Gy because of the bimodal distribution in Fig. 7D.
Differently, when the effect of apoptosis is included, the mean nP
becomes saturated at high DIR (Fig. 7F). Clearly, this is because
most cells commit suicide when nP ⫽ 6. Taken together, a sigmoidal
relationship between the mean pulse number and IR dose is found,
and a digital mode of p53 response is presented.
Cell Fate Decision. p53 pulses govern cell fate through selective

induction of the target genes. Fig. 8A shows the time courses of the
Zhang et al.

Fig. 8. p53-induced cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. (A) Time courses of the
levels of p53 arrester and p53 killer (Left), p21 (Center), and Casp3 (Right) for
3 cells at the IR dose of 5 Gy. In Left, the blue line denotes the threshold time
for cell fate decision and the black and red pulses represent p53 arrester and
p53 killer, respectively. There exists remarkable variability in p53 dynamics and
cell fate. (B) Fraction of apoptotic cells within a 2,000 cell population, FA, vs. DIR
for the cases with (circles) and without (squares) p53 regulation of DNA repair.

levels of p53 arrester, p53 killer, p21, and Casp3 after IR. The first
four p53 pulses consist of p53 arrester, whereas the fifth and
subsequent pulses are composed of p53 killer. A conversion from
p53 arrester to p53 killer occurs because of the accumulation of
p53DINP1 induced by p53 arrester (Fig. 3). If DNA damage is
quickly repaired, only pulses of p53 arrester appear and the cell
cycle inhibitor p21 is produced (the first row in Fig. 8A). Consequently, the cell recovers to normal proliferation after a transient
cell cycle arrest. In contrast, if DNA damage is severe, the pulses of
p53 killer become dominant after those of p53 arrester, inducing
p53AIP1. Subsequently, Casp3 level quickly rises to a high value
and remains there thereafter, behaving as a bistable switch (see also
Figs. S10 and S11 in SI Appendix), and finally apoptosis ensues (the
third row in Fig. 8A). Interestingly, a reversion of apoptosis occurs
at the early stage of its onset because of the DNA repair (the middle
row in Fig. 8A), which is consistent with the experimental observation (38). This happens when DNA damage is effectively repaired
before the pro-apoptotic components are fully activated. Therefore,
the conversion between p53 arrester and killer links the extent of
DNA damage with cell fate.
Given stochasticity in the generation and repair of DSBs, there
exists variability in p53 dynamics and cell fate. To quantify such
variability, the fraction of apoptotic cells in a population, FA, versus
DIR is shown in Fig. 8B. Compared with the case without p53
regulation of DNA repair, FA increasing with IR dose shows a
switch-like behavior for the case with p53 regulation. This is
because p53 promotes repair at low damage levels but suppresses
it at high damage levels. Such a regulation can reduce cellular
heterogeneity in cell fate, so that most cells either survive minor
DNA damage or are destroyed because of severe damage. This may
be important for cancer therapy (39). Thus, p53 can fine tune its
regulation of DNA repair to maintain genomic integrity. These
predictions can be tested by further experiments.
Discussion
Implications of p53 Pulses in Cell Fate Decision. As mentioned in the

beginning of the paper, p53 pulses were observed in individual
MCF7 cells (7, 8), whereas damped p53 oscillations were also
observed in other cell lines (4), implying the presence of pulses at
the single-cell level (12, 13). But these damped oscillations can be
disrupted by high-level Mdm2 attributable to a single-nucleotide
polymorphism in the Mdm2 gene, together with the acceleration of
tumor formation (4). These indicate that the pulsatile response of
p53 is important in cellular response to DNA damage, as proposed
by Lahav and coworkers (7).
Based on the presence of such p53 pulses, here we demonstrated
how p53 pulses govern cell fate in putatively normal cells with intact
DNA repair and apoptosis systems. We showed that the number of
p53 pulses can be used to distinguish cell survival from apoptosis
relying on the extent of DNA damage. We observed that there
Zhang et al.

exists variability in the number of p53 pulses and the mean number
has a sigmoidal relationship with the radiation dose. We found that
the pulsatile response of p53 level enables the p53 network to
repeatedly evaluate the damage signal and thus exerts a reliable and
flexible control on cell fate decision. That is, p53 pulses can be
terminated rapidly to avoid inappropriate death once DNA damage
is effectively fixed, or apoptosis is triggered to maintain genomic
integrity once the number of p53 pulses exceeds the critical number.
Thus, our proposal that cell fate can be determined by counting the
number of p53 pulses represents a reasonable mechanism.
Actually, there can exist considerable variability in the amplitudes of p53 pulses as shown experimentally (8). Providing that
apoptosis is triggered when the levels of the pro-apoptotic factors
are integrated over the cycles of p53 pulses to reach certain
thresholds, the number of p53 pulses required for inducing apoptosis may depend on the amplitudes of p53 pulses. In this sense,
cell fate decision is related to the amplitude of p53 level. In addition,
as the mode of p53 response to DNA damage may be cell- and
stress-type specific, different modes could be related to distinct
mechanisms for cell fate decision. Clearly, our integrated model will
be helpful to explore those mechanisms because the present
framework describes a generic signaling pathway for the p53
response to stress, and each module can be separately and easily
modified to accommodate new experimental observations.
p53 Pulses Act as a Molecular Timer. In our model, p53 pulses are
classified into p53 arrester and p53 killer according to their distinct
functions. The p53 pulses can be considered as a molecular timer
for downstream events such as cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. Cell
cycle arrest is induced by the transcriptional activation of p21 during
the first pulse of p53 arrester. That is, the first alarm of the timer
is set for initiation of cell cycle arrest once DNA damage is
produced. The cell cycle arrest persists during the pulses of p53
arrester. When DNA damage is severe, pulses of p53 killer gradually develop accompanying the pulses of p53 arrester. Thus, as the
second alarm of the timer, the activation of p53 killer sends a
warning signal for initiation of apoptosis, leading to expression of
pro-apoptotic genes such as p53AIP1. Subsequently, the release of
CytoC and activation of Casp3 lead to apoptosis. Note that, if the
DNA repair is completed during the first pulse of p53 killer, the
apoptotic alarm ceases and cells recover to normal proliferation.
Dual Role of p53 in DNA Repair. We propose that p53 promotes the
repair of minor DNA damage but represses the repair of severe
damage. This ensures that reparably damaged cells are protected
from apoptosis and irreparably damaged cells are more prone to
commit suicide. Therefore, the dual role of p53 in DNA repair is
consistent with its function as a tumor suppressor, and this can also
reconcile the controversy about the effect of p53 on NHEJ (17, 22,
24). It would be interesting to test these predictions in future
experiments. In addition, given the stochasticity in DSB generation
and repair dynamics, whether damaged cells survive or die becomes
probabilistic, and the probability for apoptosis is determined by
radiation dose. The p53 regulation of DNA repair makes cell fates
more homogeneous at the population level. Specially, the pro-apoptotic function of p53 is enhanced at high damage levels, decreasing
cellular heterogeneity. This may be important to radiation therapy
for cancer (39).
ATM Dynamics. The p53 pulses can be evoked by ATM which shows
a switch-like behavior as shown in this work and also in the previous
work (12). This switch-like activation of ATM has been observed
experimentally (27). Here, we further showed that the ATM switch,
as a detector for DNA damage, is capable of initiating and
terminating p53 oscillations. Once ATM is activated, the amplitude
and period of p53 pulses are almost constant, guaranteeing an
all-or-none response of p53 to DNA damage. There is only a
feedforward connection between the ATM switch and downstream
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p53 oscillator. However, the p53 pulses can also be evoked by the
ATM pulses in the recurrent initiation mechanism reported recently (16). Meanwhile, the ATM activity is suppressed by p53
pulses but reactivated by DNA damage, depending on a negative
feedback loop between ATM and p53 via Wip1. These results mean
that robust p53 pulses can be triggered by both switch- and
pulse-like ATM dynamics, and which mode is in action may be
cell-type dependent. No matter how p53 pulses are generated, we
believe, cell fate decision can still be governed by the pulses through
selectively inducing downstream target genes, provided that ATM
acts as a reliable detector for DNA damage.
Remarks on the Model. For simplicity, some other factors related to

apoptosis, such as Bcl-2, Apaf-1, Bax, and Puma, are not involved
in our model (40). Although these factors are important to the
regulation of apoptosis under some conditions, there is no direct
evidence that they are target genes of p53 killer. Moreover,
constrained by available experimental data, we did not consider the
intrinsic noise in gene expression. However, such noise may be
important under some conditions. For example, nonadiabatic noise
from binding and unbinding of proteins to DNA plays a key role in
determining the region of the parameter space accommodating
excitable behavior (41). Moreover, when the number of proteins
involved in the gene network is very small, noise from extinction and
resurrection of protein species can evoke bistability in the deterministically monostable system (42). It has also been demonstrated
that potential energy landscape can be exploited to study the global
features of cellular networks with intrinsic noise, such as stability
and robustness (43–45). Presumably, adding intrinsic noise to our
model will make the amplitude of p53 pulses more variable and
result in more variability between individual cells in cell fate.
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Therefore, it would be intriguing to assess whether the proposed
mechanism for cell fate decision is robust to noise.
Conclusion
The present work characterizes the whole process from generation
of DNA damage to cell fate decision upon IR at the single-cell level.
An integrated model with four modules has been proposed for the
p53 network in response to DNA damage. The network exhibits
rich dynamics: the switch-like activation of ATM, a series of discrete
p53 pulses, and the apoptotic switch controlled by the pulses. It is
shown that at low damage levels, few p53 pulses induce transient cell
cycle arrest and augment DNA repair, whereas at high damage
levels, sustained p53 pulses suppress DNA repair and induce
apoptosis. This indicates a digital mode of p53 response. In addition, p53 can effectively maintain genomic integrity by regulating
the efficiency and fidelity of DNA repair. Moreover, the stochasticity in DSB generation and repair dynamics is well responsible for
the variability in cell fate. Our results are consistent with experimental observations, and our predictions are experimentally testable. The proposed theoretical framework can be used to further
explore how the p53 network responds to stresses. Our work
provides clues for designing more effective and less toxic treatments
for cancer.
Materials and Methods
Details of the equations, parameter values, and methods for our model are
presented in the SI Appendix. The stochastic DNA repair process was characterized by a Monte Carlo method. The units of time and radiation dose are minute
and gray, respectively, and the other variables are dimensionless.
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In this work, we aim at the p53 signaling network in untransformed mammalian cells, i.e.,
without genetic mutations in the involved factors of p53 response. We investigate the response of
p53 signaling network to DNA damage in a population of 2000 cells. There are four modules in
the model: a DNA repair module, an ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) switch, the p53-Mdm2
oscillator and a cell fate decision module. Remarkably, we assume that p53 regulation of DNA
repair is threshold-dependent, i.e., p53 promotes DNA repair when DNA damage is below a given
threshold and otherwise suppresses DNA repair. In the following, we present the details of the
model including equations and parameter values. The equations were solved numerically using a
second-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with a time step ∆t = 0.01, and the bifurcation diagrams
are plotted using XPPAUT and Oscill 8.

Details of the Model

Stochastic Simulation of the Generation and Repair of DNA damage. Double-strand
breaks (DSBs) are the predominant DNA lesions caused by ionizing radiation (IR). In mammalian
cells, there are two major repair mechanisms for DSB repair: homologous recombination (HR)
and nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) [1, 2]. The NHEJ is the predominant pathway for DSB
repair in mammalian cells, especially in G1 phase of the cell cycle [3]. There are two principal
mechanisms for NHEJ: error-prone rejoining and precise ligation (error-free repair) [4]. The repair
of IR-induced DNA damage is generally error-prone because IR destroys sequence information
[4]. It has been proposed that p53 may control the fidelity of DSB repair by promoting precise
repair but suppressing error-prone repair [1]. The fidelity of DSB repair reduces with increasing
IR dose, and excessive DSBs may force normal NHEJ components to process DSBs aberrantly
[5]. Therefore, we introduce the dose-dependent p53 regulation of DNA repair to the model, and
assume that p53 promotes the DSB repair when the initial number of DSBs is below a threshold
and otherwise suppresses the DSB repair. This threshold is set to 175, the mean number of DSBs
produced at the radiation dose of DIR = 5 Gy.
Owing to stochasticity in the DNA repair process, we use the Monte Carlo method to simulate
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the DNA repair dynamics. In the simulations, given the IR dose of y Gy, the initial number of
DSBs in each cell is generated from a Poisson distribution with the mean of 35y [6], and the total
number of DNA repair proteins is assumed to be 20 in each cell. We consider three states in
the DSB repair process: intact DSB, DSB-protein complex (DSBC) and fixed DSB. For the sake
of simplicity, the above three states are called state D, C and F , respectively. The numbers of
DSBs in each state are represented by nD , nC and nF , respectively. The schematic diagrams of
DSB repair process are presented in Fig. S1. We use subscripts ‘1’ and ‘2’ to distinguish fast
kinetics from slow kinetics [7]. The Monte Carlo algorithm for the repair dynamics is based on the
transition probabilities between two neighboring states as follows:
PD1 →C1 = RP [kf b1 + kcross (D1 + D2 )]∆t
PD2 →C2 = RP [kf b2 + kcross (D1 + D2 )]∆t
PC1 →D1 = krb1 ∆t
PC2 →D2 = krb2 ∆t
PC1 →F1 = kf ix1 ∆t
PC2 →F2 = kf ix2 ∆t.

(1)

In the above, all the ratios of the rates for the fast kinetics to those for the slow kinetic are chosen
to be close to 10. It is also assumed that the binding of repair proteins to DSBs is much faster
than other processes such as dissociation of repair proteins and the repair process. That is, the
number of DSBCs is 20 when DSBs are more than repair proteins, while this number is equal to
the number of DSBs when DSBs are fewer than repair proteins. We consider the p53 regulation of
DNA repair, and the fixing rate of DNA repair should be p53-dependent. If nD < 175, the rates
are described by
[p53∗ ]
),
1 + [p53∗ ]
[p53∗ ]
kf ix2 ∗ (1 +
).
1 + [p53∗ ]

kf ix1 ∗ (1 +

(2)
If nD ≥ 175, the rates are described by
[p53∗ ]
),
1 + [p53∗ ]
[p53∗ ]
kf ix2 ∗ (1 −
).
1 + [p53∗ ]

kf ix1 ∗ (1 −

(3)
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The Monte Carlo algorithm for the DBS repair dynamics at the IR dose of y Gy is presented
in the following:
1. Generation of DSBs. Set t=0. The initial number of total DSBs nD (0) is generated from
a Poisson distribution with a mean value of 35y. The initial values for simple and complex DSB
repair are taken as nD1 (0) = 0.7nD (0) and nD2 (0) = 0.3nD (0), respectively, while the numbers of
DSBs in other states are set to zero, namely, nC1 (0) = nC2 (0) = nF1 (0) = nF2 (0) = 0. The total
number of repair proteins nRP is set to 20, and the number of free repair proteins is nRP (0) = 20.
2. Increasing time from t to t = t + 4t.
3. Update the states for each of the damages sites controlled by fast repair. For each damage
locus i (with 1 ≤ i ≤ nD1 (0)), a random number r is generated from a uniform distribution between
0 and 1. If the damage at locus i is in state D, a transition to state C occurs if 0 ≤ r < PD1→C1 ,
while it stays in state D if PD1→C1 ≤ r ≤ 1. If the damage is in state C, a transition to state D
occurs if 0 ≤ r < PC1→D1 , or a transition to state F occurs if PC1→D1 ≤ r < PC1→D1 + PC1→F 1 . If
the damage is in state F , it always stays in state F (i.e., state F is absorbing). Set nRP = nRP + 1
if transition from state C to D or from state C to F occurs ; set nRP = nRP − 1 if transition
from state D to C occurs; otherwise nRP remains the same. After the last damage site has been
updated, set the numbers of fast repaired breaks at time t in states D, C, and F to be nD1 , nC1
and nF1 , respectively.
4. Update the states for each of the damages sites controlled by slow repair. For each damage
locus i (with 1 ≤ i ≤ nD2 (0)), a random number r is produced from a uniform distribution between
0 and 1. If the damage at locus i is in state D, a transition to state C occurs if 0 ≤ r < PD2→C2 ,
while it stays in state D if PD2→C2 ≤ r ≤ 1. If the damage is in state C, a transition to state D
occurs if 0 ≤ r ≤ PC2→D2 , or a transition to state F occurs if PC2→D2 ≤ r < PC2→D2 + PC2→F 2 . If
the damage is in state F , it always stays in state F (i.e., state F is absorbing). Set nRP = nRP + 1
if transition from state C to D or from state C to F occurs ; set nRP = nRP − 1 if transition
from state D to C occurs; otherwise nRP remains the same. After the last damage site has been
updated, set the numbers of slow repaired breaks at time t in states D, C, and F to be nD2 , nC2
and nF2 , respectively.
5. Let nD (t) = nD1 (t) + nD2 (t), nC (t) = nC1 (t) + nC2 (t), and nF (t) = nF1 (t) + nF2 (t).
6. Repeat steps 2-5 until all of the DSBs are effectively repaired, i.e., nD ≤ 2.

Equations for the ATM Switch Module. Ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) acts as
a DSB detector and can be activated by DSBCs. The ATM switch module is composed of three
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components: ATM dimer (ATM2 ), inactive ATM monomer (ATM), and active ATM monomer
(ATM∗ ) (Fig. S2). The dynamics of the ATM switch are characterized by ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) as follows:

d[AT M2 ]
= kdim [AT M ]2 − kundim [AT M2 ]
dt
nC
k1s = k1s0 [AT M ∗ ]
nC + jnC
∗
d[AT M ]
[AT M ]
[AT M ∗ ]
= k1s
− k2s
dt
[AT M ] + j1s
[AT M ∗ ] + j2s
[AT M ] = [AT Mtot ] − 2[AT M2 ] − [AT M ∗ ]

(4)

(5)
(6)

where [AT M2 ], [AT M ] and [AT M ∗ ] are the concentrations of ATM dimers, inactive ATM
monomers and active ATM monomers, respectively. In our model, the total concentration of
ATM is assumed to be a constant, namely, 2[AT M2 ] + [AT M ] + [AT M ∗ ] = [AT Mtot ]. The ATM
monomers dimerize with a rate kdim , and the ATM dimers disassociate with a rate kundim . The
rates of inactive ATM monomers activation and active monomers deactivation are k1s and k2s ,
respectively.
A positive feedback loop is significant for the activation of the ATM switch, i.e., the active
ATM∗ can promote the activation of inactive ATM through intermolecular autophosphorylation
[8]. In addition, DSBCs can accelerate the activation of ATM∗ [8], and k1s is a function of
the amounts of DSBC and ATM∗ . Based on the positive feedback, the dynamics of ATM∗ are
characterized as a bistable switch, i.e., ATM∗ level switches between two discrete ‘on’ and ‘off’
states, and this will send an on-off switching signal to the p53-Mdm2 oscillator.

Equations for the p53-Mdm2 Oscillator Module. The p53-Mdm2 oscillator can be initiated by the ATM switch. Two core proteins are involved in the p53-Mdm2 oscillator: p53 and
Mdm2 (Fig. 2). Two forms of p53 in the nucleus are considered, inactive p53 and active p53∗ ,
while the cytoplasmic p53 is not considered here. The Mdm2 in two compartments, Mdm2nuc
and Mdm2cyt , are involved, and they can shuttle between the nucleus and cytoplasm with rates ki
and ko . Mdm2 acts as a ubiquitin ligase to target p53 for degradation by the proteasome. In the
nucleus, inactive p53 is degraded rapidly by Mdm2 with a rate kd53 , while active p53∗ is degraded
slowly with a rate kd53∗ . As a phosphorylation kinase, ATM∗ induces the activation of p53 with a
rate kac , and p53∗ can be deactivated with a basal rate kin . For simplicity, we assume that both
the degradation rate of Mdm2 and activation rate of p53 increase linearly with the ATM∗ level.
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Remarkably, two coupled positive and negative feedback loops are considered in the p53-Mdm2
oscillator module (Fig. 2). One is the negative feedback loop between p53∗ and Mdm2nuc : p53∗
promotes production of Mdm2cyt , which then enters the nucleus to targets p53 for degradation.
The other is a positive feedback loop between p53∗ and Mdm2cyt : p53∗ induces Mdm2 to synthesize
Mdm2cyt , which promotes the translation of p53 mRNA to produce inactive p53 [9]. It can be
expected that robust and reliable p53 oscillations can be accomplished through a combination of
negative and positive feedback loops rather than a single negative feedback loop with a time delay
[10]. The corresponding dynamical equations for this module are presented as follows:
kd2 = kd21 (1 + [AT M ∗ ])

(7)

kac = kac0 (1 + [AT M ∗ ])

(8)

kd53∗ = kd531 + kd532 G([M dm2nuc ], θ, Jd53∗ /[p53∗ , Jd53∗ /[p53∗ ])

(9)

kd53 = kd531 + kd532 G([M dm2nuc ], θ, Jd53 /[p53], Jd53 /[p53]),

(10)

where the Goldbeter-Koshland function, G, is defined as:
G(u, v, x, y) =

d[p53]
dt
d[p53∗ ]
dt
d[M dm2cyt ]
dt
d[M dm2nuc ]
dt

v − u + vx + uy +

= ks531 + ks532

p

2uy
(v − u + vx + uy)2 − 4(v − u)uy

[M dm2cyt ]4
∗
4 + [M dm2 ]4 + kin [p53 ] − kac [p53] − kd53 [p53]
js53
cyt

= kac [p53] − kin [p53∗ ] − kd53∗ [p53∗ ]
= ks21 + ks22

.

4
js2

(11)
(12)

[p53∗ ]4
− ki [M dm2cyt ] + ko [M dm2nuc ] − kd22 [M dm2cyt ] (13)
+ [p53∗ ]4

= ki [M dm2cyt ] − ko [M dm2nuc ] − kd2 [M dm2nuc ].

(14)

Equations for the Cell Fate Decision Module. Many factors, such as stress signals,
co-factors and post-translational modifications, can affect the stability and selectivity of p53 in
target gene expression [11–13]. Especially, here two forms of active p53∗ are distinguished: p53
arrester and p53 killer (Fig. 3). p53 arrester is the primarily phosphorylated p53 on Ser15, while
p53 killer refers to further phosphorylated p53, such as phosphorylated p53 on Ser46. p53 arrester
regulates three target genes: Wip1, p53DINP1 and p21, while p53 killer regulates two target genes:
p53DINP1 and p53AIP1. Two other apoptotic components are also included, namely, cytochrome
c (CytoC) and Caspase 3 (Casp3) (Fig. 3).
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The two forms of p53∗ perform different functions in cell fate decision. p53 arrester-induced
p53DINP1 promotes phosphorylation of p53 on Ser46, i.e., formation of p53 killer, while Wip1
promotes reversion of p53 killer to p53 arrester. p53 arrester induces cell cycle arrest through
activating CDK inhibitor p21, while p53 killer induces pro-apoptotic genes such as p53AIP1. Overexpression of p53AIP1 can induce release of CytoC from mitochondria and activation of apoptosis
executioner Casp3. Compared with the model by Zhang et al. [13], here two forms of p53 are
considered by ignoring the intermediate one, and the complete process of apoptosis is characterized
by including the ultimate activation of Casp3, which is the most reliable marker of apoptosis.
Here apoptosis is modeled as a bistable switch [14–16]. The ‘life steady state’ means no considerable caspases are activated, whereas ‘death steady state’ refers to almost full activation of caspases
leading to apoptosis. In addition, we consider a positive feedback loop between CytoC and Casp3
(see Fig. 3). The release of CytoC leads to activation of Casp3, which in turn cleaves the inhibitors
of p53AIP1 (such as Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL) to enhance release of CytoC [17, 18]. Therefore, a bistable
switch can be constructed based on this positive feedback loop. Senescence due to permanent cell
cycle arrest is not considered here. Moreover, although many inhibitors and enablers of apoptosis
in the Bcl-2 family, like Bcl-2, Bcl-xL, Bax and Puma, are important to regulation of cell fate
decision [19, 20], they are not considered here for the sake of simplicity. The detailed equations for
this module are presented as follows:
[p53 arrester]
[p53 killer]
d[p53 killer]
= [p53DIN P 1]
− [W ip1]
(15)
dt
jarrester + [p53 arrester]
jkiller + [p53 killer]
[p53 arrester] = [p53∗ ] − [p53 killer]
(16)
3
d[W ip1]
[p53 arrester]
= ksW ip11 + ksW ip12 3
− kdW ip1 [W ip1]
(17)
dt
jsW ip1 + [p53 arrester]3
[p53 arrester]3
d[p21]
= ksp211 + ksp212 3
− kdp21 [p21]
dt
jsp21 + [p53 arrester]3

(18)

d[p53DIN P 1]
[p53 arrester]3
= ksDIN P 11 + ksDIN P 12 3
dt
jsDIN P 11 + [p53 arrester]3
[p53 killer]3
− kdDIN P 1 [p53DIN P 1]
3
3
jsDIN
P 12 + [p53 killer]

(19)

d[p53AIP 1]
[p53 killer]3
= ksAIP 11 + ksAIP 12 3
− kdAIP 1 [p53AIP 1]
dt
jsAIP 1 + [p53 killer]3

(20)

+ksDIN P 13
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d[CytoC]
[Casp3]4
= ksCytoC [p53AIP 1] 4
[CytoCmito ] − kdCytoC [CytoC]
dt
jCasp3 + [Casp3]4

(21)

[CytoC]4
d[Casp3]
= ksCasp31 + ksCasp32 4
− kdCasp3 [Casp3]
dt
jCytoC + [CytoC]4

(22)

[CytoCmito ] = [CytoCtot ] − [CytoC]

(23)

Details of the Results

The Connection Between Repair Time and Radiation Dose. Repair time is defined
as the time taken for the number of DSBCs to reduce below two, i.e., nC ≤ 2. For a population
of 2000 cells, the stochasticity in DNA repair is characterized in two aspects: the distribution of
repair time and the mean repair time. Figure S3 shows the distribution of the repair time for the
population at IR doses from 3 Gy to 7 Gy for the cases with and without p53 regulation of DNA
repair. For the case without p53 regulation, the mean repair time increases monotonically with
DIR , and the histograms shift rightward with increasing DIR and are always unimodal (see the
black lines).
Given the p53 regulation of DNA repair, the histograms are unimodal at low and high IR doses,
while the histograms are bimodal around DIR =5 Gy. At low doses, p53 promotes the DNA repair
with high fidelity, and thus the histograms for the cases with p53 regulation shift leftward (see the
the first two histograms with red color in Fig.S3). At high doses, p53 suppresses the DNA repair,
and the histograms shift rightward and become more widespread (see the last two histograms with
red color in Fig. S3).
Interestingly, for the dose around DIR = 5 Gy, the histograms are bimodal (see the intermediate
three histograms with red color in Fig. S3). These particular results originate from the thresholddependent p53 regulation of DNA repair. p53 promotes the DNA repair when the initial number
of DSBs is smaller than 175 but otherwise suppresses the DNA repair. That is, compared with
the cases without p53 regulation, the repair time for some cells decreases due to the promotion of
the repair and that for the others increases due to the suppression of the repair. As a result, the
distribution of repair time is bimodal, composed of two small peaks.
Figure S4 displays the mean repair time for two cases. Clearly, the mean repair time for the
case with p53 regulation is larger than that for the case without p53 regulation if DIR > 5 Gy.
This further identifies the dual role of p53 in DNA repair, i.e. p53 promotes DNA repair at low
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IR doses but suppresses DNA repair at high doses.

The detailed dynamics of the ATM switch. As a detector of DSBs, ATM exhibits a
switch-like behavior and plays a controlling role in setting a threshold level of DNA damage.
Figure S5 displays the steady-state level of ATM∗ versus the number of DSBCs, nC .

ATM

activation starts with nC = 5, whereas ATM deactivation occurs when nC = 2, which ensures that
DNA damage is effectively repaired (see the inset). Indeed, ATM is extremely sensitive to DNA
damage; a 0.1 − 0.2 Gy dose of IR can activate ATM. The simulation results are consistent with
experimental observations, where 0.1-Gy IR can be detected by ATM and ATM activation becomes
maximal at 0.5-Gy IR [8]. Figure S6 shows the time course of ATM∗ level for three individual cells
at various IR doses. Upon IR, ATM is activated very rapidly, and ATM∗ level remains maximal
over the first 800 min. Once nC falls below a threshold (see Fig. S5), the ATM∗ level decays to zero
much faster than nC . This sharp, step-like response of ATM∗ results from the positive feedback
involved in ATM phosphorylation [8]. Clearly, the duration of active ATM prolongs with increased
IR dose and is determined by the repair time. In addition, owing to stochasticity in DNA repair,
cells exhibit considerable variability in the time courses of the ATM switch for IR with certain dose.

Parameter Dependence of P53 Oscillation.

We change the values of parameters

contained in this module by 20% around the control parameter set (the blue star) to check
the robustness of p53 oscillation.

The p53 level still exhibits periodic oscillations, and the

variations in the period and amplitude of p53 pulses are constrained within 10% for most of the
parameters (see Fig. S7). Especially, the period and amplitude of the oscillation is relatively
sensitive to the synthesis and degradation rates of p53 and Mdm2. Our simulations also show
that p53 oscillation will disappear if the basal induction rate of Mdm2 is increased 3-fold or
the basal transcription rate of p53 is increased 4-fold (Fig. S8). This is consistent with the
experimental observation that p53 oscillations were not observed in cells containing high-level
Mdm2 as observed with a single nucleotide polymorphism in the Mdm2 gene, which may
contribute to tumorigenesis in those cells [21]. Therefore, too high level of p53 or Mdm2 fails
to generate sustained oscillation, and only matched levels of p53 and Mdm2 generate the oscillation.

Damped Oscillation in Cell Population. It has been reported that p53 level exhibits
damped oscillation at the population level upon IR [22]. Figure S9 shows the averaged p53 level
over 2000 cells at IR doses of 1, 3 and 5 Gy. At the low dose of DIR =1 Gy, the typical property
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of the damped oscillation is observable, i.e., the p53 level exhibits decreasing amplitude in its
second and third pulses. At the moderate dose of DIR =3 Gy, the first two pulses have the same
amplitude, but the amplitude drops since the third pulse. At DIR = 5 Gy, the amplitude of pulses
decays only after the fourth pulse. Here the damped oscillation of p53 level is consistent with the
distribution of the pulse number in Fig. 7D. At DIR =1 Gy, the first pulse of p53 level exists in
almost all cells, while the second and third pulses only appear in some cells. Thus, the mean p53
level shows damped oscillation. When increasing DIR , all the cells share the first two or three
pulses, and thus the amplitude of p53 level decays after the first two or three pulses.

Regulation of the Apoptotic Switch by p53AIP1. The ultimate fate of cells is decided
by the apoptotic switch, which is controlled by p53 pulses. As a target gene of p53, p53AIP1
can be induced only by pulses of p53 killer, and this is crucial for the subsequent initiation of
the apoptotic switch. Fig. S10 shows the bifurcation diagram of [Casp3] versus [p53AIP1]. The
steady state of [Casp3] dose show the property typical of a bistable switch, i.e., a high level
of p53AIP1 (about 0.7) turns on the switch with full activation of Casp3, and a rather low
level of p53AIP1 (about 0.006) turns off the switch. According to our model, the basal level
of p53AIP1 is about 0.08, which is much higher than the deactivated threshold (0.006). Thus,
the apoptotic switch becomes irreversible after it is turned on. Our modeling is consistent with
previous experimental observation that apoptosis is really irreversible after ‘the point of no return’.

Integration of the levels of p53AIP1 and Casp3 over p53 pulses. In Fig. S11, two
distinct cell fates are presented at the same radiation dose of DIR =5 Gy. It is shown that the
levels of p53AIP1 and p53 killer are gradually integrated over the pulses of p53 helper relying on
the extent of DNA damage. If DNA damage is quickly repaired, the integration of p53AIP1 is
not sufficient to drive the executioner of apoptosis, Casp3, to exceed the certain threshold (the
left column). Thus, the cell can recover to normal growth after transient p53 pulses. However,
when DNA damage is severe, the level of p53AIP1 accumulates to a sufficiently high level and
oscillates there owing to sustained p53 pulses (the right column). As a result, Casp3 is irreversibly
activated, and apoptosis ensues.

Annotations on the Model. For the sake of simplicity, we did not consider senescence
due to permanent cell cycle arrest [23]. We omitted some other factors related to apoptosis, like
Bcl-2, Apaf1, Bax and Puma etc. [24]. Although these factors are important to the regulation
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of apoptosis under some conditions, there is no direct evidence that they are target genes of
p53 killer. Moreover, another important transcription factor E2F1 is not explicitly included in
our model since its role is to enhance the apoptosis cooperating with p53 [25]. Nevertheless, its
influence is partially implicated in our model through tuning parameter values. In addition, we did
not consider a variety of p53 cofactors such as ASSP1, ASSP2, HIPK2 and Hzf [26], which may
be important to the promoter selectivity of p53. But our model can be easily extended to include
these cofactors since it represents a general framework for cell fate decision by p53 pulses. Finally,
note that the stochasticty is only involved in the DNA repair module, and intrinsic noise from
gene expression in the other modules is not considered. Therefore, it is intriguing to investigate
the effects of intrinsic noise in the p53 network on cell fate decision.
Note that permanent p53 oscillations can occur in the transformed MCF7 cells [27], which are
deficient in DNA repair and inducing apoptosis [28–30]. Considering the effects of DNA repair,
our model can explain the the presence of p53 permanent oscillations in the transformed cells.
We propose that the number of p53 pulses can be used to distinguish cell survival from apoptosis.
Thus, our proposal that cell fate can be determined by counting the number of p53 pulses represents
a plausible mechanism. Moreover, p53 level can admit various behaviors, such as monostablity,
oscillations and bistability at different parameter settings in our model. It is easy to modify
parameter values to accommodate new experimental observations in our integrated model.
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Figure legends

Fig. S1: Schematic illustration of the generation and repair of DSBs. (A) DSB repair dynamics
are characterized as a three-state process: DSB, DSB-protein complex and fixed DSB, and p53
promotes the repair of slightly damaged cells but suppresses the repair of irreparably damaged
cells. (B) The two-lesion kinetic model of DNA repair. The model contains two parallel repair
pathways with distinct reaction rates corresponding to fast and slow repair. The fast and slow
kinetics refer to repair of simple and complex DSBs, respectively. D, C and F represent intact
DSB, DSBC, and fixed DSB, respectively. Subscripts ‘1’ and ‘2’ are used to distinguish fast
kinetics from slow kinetics.

Fig. S2: Illustration of the ATM switch. ATM predominantly exists as a dimer in unstressed
cells. After DNA damage, intermolecular autophosphorylation occurs, and ATM dimers dissociate
into active monomers. Here active ATM monomers can promote the formation of themselves, and
the process is stimulated by DSBCs.

Fig. S3: Histogram of repair time for 2000 cells. The cell count versus the repair time is
plotted for for the case with and without p53 regulation (red and black lines, respectively) at IR
doses of 3, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6 and 7 Gy (from top to bottom).

Fig. S4: Mean repair time vs DIR for the case with p53 regulation (red line) and without p53
regulation (black line). The mean repair time is obtained by averaging over 2000 individual cells.

Fig. S5: Bifurcation diagram of ATM∗ level vs nc . Based on the positive feedback loop in
the activation of ATM through intermolecular phosphorylation stimulated by DSBCs, ATM is
modeled as a bistable switch. The switch is turned on with nC =5, while it is turned off with nC =2
(see the inset).

Fig. S6: Time courses of ATM∗ level for three individual cells at DIR =4, 5, 6 Gy. On average,
the duration of the switch in the ‘ON’ state prolongs with increasing DIR . For certain DIR , the
duration displays considerable variability among three individual cells. The dotted lines indicates
the threshold time for cell fate decision.
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Fig. S7: Parameter sensitivity of the p53 oscillation. We show the dependence of the period
and amplitude of p53 pulse on the parameter fluctuation. Here we change the values of parameters
contained in this module by 20% around the control parameter set to check the robustness of p53
oscillation.

Fig. S8: Disappearance of p53 oscillation by increasing the basel transcription rate of p53
(ks531 ) 4-fold, and that of Mdm2 (ks21 ) 3-fold, respectively, at DIR = 5 Gy. (A) p53 dynamics
in three individual cells with ks531 = 0.075; (B) p53 dynamics in three individual cells with
ks21 = 0.016.

Fig. S9: Damped oscillation of the mean p53 level averaged over a population of 2000 cells at
DIR = 1, 3 and 5 Gy. At low IR doses, typical properties of damped oscillation are observable. At
DIR = 3 and 5 Gy, the amplitudes decay in the last three pulses, while the first several pulses keep
the same amplitude.

Fig. S10: Bifurcation diagram of Caspase 3 vs p53AIP1. The apoptotic switch is initiated
by p53AIP1 with a level above a threshold (see the blue arrow), while it is turned off by
p53AIP1 with a level close to zero (0.006). The resting state of p53AIP1 is about 0.08 (see
the red arrow). That is, once the switch is turned on, it can remain in the ‘ON’ state even after the level of p53AIP1 drops to the resting state. Thus, the apoptotic switch becomes irreversible.

Fig. S11 : Time courses of the levels of p53 helper, p53 killer, p53AIP1 and Casp3 in two
individual cells at DIR =5 Gy. Two cells show distinct cell fates due to variability in the initial
number of DSBs and the repair dynamics.
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TABLE I: Parameters for the whole model
Rate Constant

Description

Value

RPT

Number of repair proteins

20

kf b1

Association rate of repair proteins in fast kinetics

2

kf b2

Association rate of repair proteins in slow kinetics

0.2

krb1

Dissociation rate of repair proteins in fast kinetics

0.5

krb2

Dissociation rate of repair proteins in slow kinetics

0.05

kf ix1

DSB ligation rate in fast kinetics

0.03

kf ix2

DSB ligation rate in slow kinetics

0.003

kcross

DSB binary mismatch rate

0.001

kdim

ATM dimerization rate

5

ATM undimerization rate

1

kundim
k1s0

Basal activation rate of ATM

1.5

k2s

ATM inactivation rate

0.8

j1s

Michaelis constant of AT M activation

j2s

Michaelis constant of AT M ∗ inactivation

jnC

Threshold number of DSBC for ATM activation

4

the total concentration of all forms of ATM

5

AT Mtot

1
2.5

ks531

Basal induction rate of p53

ks532

Mdm2-dependent production rate of p53

kd531

Basal degradation rate of p53

kd532

Mdm2-dependent degradation rate of p53

0.08

Threshold concentration for Mdm2-dependent p53 degradation

0.83

Jd53∗

Threshold concentration of p53∗ for Mdm2-dependent degradation

0.1

Jd53

Threshold concentration of p53 for Mdm2-dependent degradation

0.01

kd21

Basal degradation rate of M dm2nuc

0.0013

kd22

Degradation rate of M dm2cyt

0.0013

ks21

Basal induction rate of M dm2cyt

0.004

ks22

p53-dependent production rate of Mdm2

0.11

js53

threshold concentration of Mdm2-dependent p53 production

0.45

js2

Michaelis constant of p53-dependent Mdm2 production

0.92

ki

Nuclear import rate of M dm2cyt

0.01

ko

Nuclear export rate of M dm2nuc

0.0013

kac

Activation rate of p53

0.026

θ

kin

∗

Inactivation rate of p53

0.0016
0.08
0.0016

0.0013

22

ksW ip11

Basal induction rate of W ip1

0.00054

ksW ip12

p53 arrester dependent production rate of W ip1

0.04

jsW ip1

Michaelis constant of p53 arrester dependent W ip1 production

1.8

kdW ip1

Degradation rate of W ip1

0.001

ksp211

Basal induction rate of p21

0.0001

ksp212

p53 arrester dependent production rate of p21

0.135

jsp21

Michaelis constant of p53 arrester dependent p21 production

kdp211

Degradation rate of p21

2
0.0054

ksDIN P 11

Basal induction rate of p53DIN P 1

ksDIN P 12

p53 arrester dependent production rate of p53DIN P 1

0.0027

ksDIN P 13

p53 killer dependent production rate of p53DIN P 1

0.135

jsDIN P 11

Michaelis constant of p53 arrester dependent p53DIN P 1 production

0.4

jDIN P 12

Michaelis constant of p53 killer dependent p53DIN P 1 production

0.5

kdDIN P 1

Degradation rate of p53DIN P 1

0.00135

ksAIP 11

Basal induction rate of p53AIP 1

0.0011

ksAIP 12

p53 killer dependent production rate of p53AIP 1

0.027

jsAIP 1

Michaelis constant of p53 killer dependent p53AIP 1 production

kdAIP 1

Degradation rate of p53AIP 1

ksCytoC

P53AIP1 dependent cytochrome c activation rate

kdCytoC

Inactivation rate of cytochrome c

0.005

ksCasp31

Basal induction rate of Caspase 3

0.001

ksCasp32

cytochrome c dependent production rate of Caspase 3

0.1

kdCasp3

Degradation rate of Caspase 3

0.01

jCytoC

Michaelis constant of Caspase 3 dependent cytochrome c production

0.3

jCasp3

Michaelis constant of cytochrome c dependent Caspase 3 production

0.3

CytoCtot

Total concentration of cytochrome c

0.000054

0.3
0.0135
0.1

3

